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Claudia Rankine, Author of Citizen: An
American Lyric Speaks at Rhodes

B R L ’
STAFF WRITER
Poet Claudia Rankine recently took
the stage of the Evergreen church to
speak about her book Citizen: An
American Lyric. She had a powerful yet
welcoming presence, one with the ability to silence the Evergreen auditorium
in a split second. She spoke frankly
about the issues of race and politics in
our society using her book of longform
poetry.
During President Marjorie Hass’ introduction, the students learned of the
incredible feats Rankine accomplished.
Rankine was the recipient of the National Book Critics Circle award, the

LA Times Book Award and the MacArthur Foundation’s “genius grant.” President Hass went so far as to dub her “a
prophet of our times.” As Rankine began to speak, it became clear how the
religious connection was made.
Her book is a genre-bending mixture
of essays, poetry and artwork. She read
from it while explaining the significance of the artwork used. All while a
projector flipped through the images.
Students found this method to be powerful—especially first-years who read
the novel over the summer.
“I thought it was really interesting to
see how she explained her interpretations of the artwork,” Isabelle Lam ’21
said.

“Professor Rankine treated the audience to a small glimpse into the
way great poetry is made with careful
thought toward craft and how even
the smallest units of language can
work to push forward the poet’s goals
and themes,” Jenny Boehm ’20—a
self-proclaimed “huge fan” of Rankine’s
work—said.
Rankine’s poetry spoke to not only
our national political and social climate
but to issues within the Rhodes borders.
“Claudia Rankine’s piece on Citizen
was a refreshing challenge to this incoming Class of 2021. I was thankful
for her wit and style as she smoothly
poked fun at gated communities and
the complicit prejudices to a tense,

stagnant room. We may suffer amnesia
in this castle but today no one needed
to look past this last weekend in Saint
Louis to remember the real impact of
her stories in our lifetime,” Marshall
Allston-Yeagle ’21 said.
Rankine also spoke about the impact
of current National Football League
protests. After the presentation, Rankine opened up the questions to the
audience. There was talk about social
movements such as Black Lives Matter,
issues within our political society and
how people must learn to speak openly
and freely about race in order to move
forward.
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Chess Club Is Back and Making Moves
By Ayalita Crosston ’20
Staff Writer
Back in Black (and white): Rhodes
Chess Club
While kings, queens and knights may
seem like a thing of the past, the Rhodes
College Chess Club has brought them
back in style.
“I reestablished Chess Club at Rhodes
College this year, the third time that
Chess Club has been on Rhodes campus due to it dying out in the past,”
Chess Club President Alison Chang ’18
said.
While it had issues previously, the
club has returned and plans on keeping
it that way. More and more members
have shown up weekly after the club
placed ads in previous issues of the

Sou’wester, put up flyers, participated
in the SACK fair and spread the message by simple word of mouth.
“I regularly update the email list with
new members that appear at each meeting and brainstorm ideas with my fellow Chess Club mates to start hosting
chess tournaments with both Rhodes
students and the greater Memphis
community,” Chang said.
Many members of chess club, including the president, emphasized that
there is no need to be good at chess, or
even know how to play, in order to join
this club.
“As many chess club members may
attest to this, I am honestly mediocre
in chess,” Chang said. “The goal was
to bring people together with the same
interest on campus since I knew a lot

of eager chess players were hiding and
probably unaware of the presence of
other players around them.”
Even those who already play within a
specific group will be able to find benefit in joining the chess club.
“I used to play with all the same people and it got really boring,” Will Gatbonton ’20 said. “Not to say any names
but some people have a style of play
that’s really annoying to play against.”
Many members within chess club
have had a lot of experience and teach
chess to kids at other schools in Memphis with the Mid-South Chess Club.
It has become easy for new players to
learn or have friendly competition
among the more advanced players.
“[Chess] aids one in thinking critically, and playing with a fellow chess

mate will always help one improve in
the future because they can learn a new
move, skill, or trick from their opponent,” Chang said.
Chess requires individuals to think
strategy and memorize the way pieces
move. Moves are always thought out in
advance and plans are put into place.
Some chess members play different renditions of the game that allows for new
ways of play.
“I am absolutely astounded by the
myriad of combinations of how a chess
game can play out,” Chang said. “It requires long and hard consideration to
make a single move in order to attack
the other side for one’s benefit.”
Chess club will meet every Tuesday
night on the third floor of Clough from
8-9.

Rhodes Radio Coming to You Live
By Noah Mesa ’21
Staff Writer
Rhodes Radio will officially relaunch
Monday October 9th in the Lair from
5:30 – 7:30 p.m. Featuring live music
that will be aired on rhodesradio.com
(where all feature programs will air), the
Rhodes Radio President and part of the
Radio Leadership Corps, Caleb Fowler
’18, has grand aspirations for the future
of this station on campus.
“Rhodes Radio as a name is bringing
another media outlet to the community. We want to serve Rhodes member
and community members. Particularly,
to give a platform to students to express
themselves,” Fowler said.
Rhodes Radio will include faculty
and staff in the Rhodes dialogue as well.

They will try to interview different portions of the Rhodes community about
their interesting stories so “radio can
be a way to connect those populations.”
Rhodes Radio has had a long and rich
history which started in the mid-twentieth century when it was known as
WYLX 87.9 under George McClintok.
In its prime, it interviewed famous artists from Billy Joel, Frank Zappa and
even Black Sabbath. Today, Rhodes Radio has shifted from being a station to
being accessible on the website, rhodesradio.com. The current goal of Rhode
Radio will be to have “around the clock
broadcasting;” they are still accepting
DJs and new program ideas.
“If [Rhodes members] want to be a
part of this, it’s not too late,” Fowler
said.

Editorial Staff:
Editors-in-Chief, Jordan Hulseberg ’19
& Will Morrow ’19
Chief Design Editor, Zoe Laulederkind ’18
Chief Copy Editor, Katie Brewster ’18
Operations Editor, Hope Johnson ’19
Satire Editor, Meaghan Pickles ’19
Circulation Editor, Warren Socher ’19

Rhodes Radio has been seeking a diverse range of entertainment and programming. Poetry reading, live music,
and even talk shows will all be welcome
in their studios. Any show ideas should
be emailed to rhodesradio901@gmail.
com. Fowler said that if “DJs bring in
the news, we’d be happy” and will not
exclude any ideas on the basis of ideology as long as the show has potential.
Fowler has appreciated the support
the radio has already received for the
interest at SACK Fair, proposed shows,
and the positive response for administration. The equipment has been better
maintained than expected which should
improve the quality of recording and
streaming shows. The studio has moved
from their previous location in Briggs
to the basement of Barret Library.

Staff of The Sou’wester

Fowler expressed long-term ambitions
for the show to “starting small, then we
can grow.” Rhodes Radio will be a student-led initiative which will be reflected in their policy on advertisements.
“We’re not making any money, and we
aren’t making any profits nor do we intend to,” Fowler said.
Given all these changes and the rich
history of Rhodes Radio, Caleb Fowler
remarked that this will be a “new era”
for the organization. The upcoming relaunch will just be the start of opportunities to show support for the radio.
As to how the Rhodes community can
help besides pitching show ideas, Fowler put it simply: “We’d be honored if
they listened.”

Writing Staff:
Staff Writers, Ayalita Crosston ’20,
Jacob Greenberg ’21, Sam Brown ’21,
Rylan Lorance ’21, Noah Mesa ’21,
Grace Lemons ’20, Madeline Dean ’19

Interested in joining The Sou’wester? Have any stories you think need a voice? Comments/concerns? Email us at rhodescnews@gmail.com
Find us on Instagram @souwesternews and Facebook at facebook.com/souwesternewspaper
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Rhodes Activities Board Throws One Helluva
Formal for the Second Year in a Row

By Grace Lemons ’20
Staff Writer
The Rhodes Activities Board (RAB)
hosted its second annual formal on Friday, September 29th at the Memphis
Racquet Club. The location remained a
surprise to students as they were chartered on buses every forty-five minutes
to and from the event. During the formal, students enjoyed refreshments
from Gibson’s Donuts and the venue—including the crowd-favorite mini
corndogs. There was a Selfie Station set

up in the lobby with a green screen so
students could transport themselves to
the beach, underwater or even Beale
Street. Members of RAB were pleased
with the turnout and responses from
the student body.
“RAB was super excited to give first
years their first formal experience and it
seemed like everyone had a great time!”
RAB’s Vice President Ryan Rosenkrantz ’19 said.
“RAB Formal was a hit for the second year in a row! The dance floor
was packed the entire night, the pho-

to booth that Class Council provided
was in constant use and there wasn’t a
single donut left when the clock struck
midnight!” RAB board member Ashley
Carpenter ’20 said. “We’ve had nothing
but awesome feedback—props to [Lead
Event Coordinator for the formal] Lily
Flores for leading such a crowd-pleasing
event!”
There was certainly no shortage of
first years on the dance floor or classic
hits played by the DJ (who received
more negative reviews from attendees
than the event overall). However, RAB

formal was free and open to students
of all years as an opportunity for students—greek and non-greek—to experience a formal party. There have been
few events the past few years, outside
of Homecoming and Rites of Spring,
attended by such a large and varied
portion of the student body. This inclusive quality made the event the perfect
opportunity to get to know classmates
as more than just the person who sits
behind you in Psychology class.

for $1 Insomnia Cookies, a bargain for
a variety of cookies which usually costs
$1.60 apiece in-store.
The main event of the afternoon was
the wing eating contest. Twenty men
and women competed in two heats
to see who could eat ten wings in the
shortest amount of time. The contestants sat around the table with large
paper bibs covering their clothing. The
event’s facilitators made sure everyone
was aware of the rules as they passed
around liability waivers.
“If you find yourself choking, please
stop and go get water. A competition

for charity is not worth dying over.”
There was a Chi Omega member
standing behind each contestant to
make sure they properly cleaned the
bone. Once all ten were perfectly clean,
contestants had to raise their hands
and open their mouths to prove they
were truly finished. The participants
had different strategies as they reached
into large bins of wings. Some went for
drumsticks, others for the classic wing.
Participants Hannah Schadey ’18 and
Sarah Ryan ’18 admitted to watching
instructional videos ahead of time.
“Proper technique for a drumstick is

to eat it like a corn on the cob. Ripping
the wings open also really speeds up the
process,” Ryan said.
In the end, Owen Kelley ’21 emerged
victorious with an impressive time of
50 seconds and 52 milliseconds. Luis
Vela ’19 placed in second and Emma
Selner ’18, a member of Chi Omega,
came in third. As the winner of the contest, Kelley received a Mardi Gras rugby
style shirt. The event was highly successful financially as well, raising $1500
for the Make-A-Wish Foundation.

Chi Omega Grants “Wishes for Wings”
By Katie Brewster ’18
Chief Copy Editor
Chi Omega held a “Wings for Wishes”
at last weekend’s tailgate to benefit the
Make-A-Wish Foundation, a philanthropy that will arrange experiences
described as “wishes” for children with
life-threatening medical conditions.
There was a little something for everyone at the event with barbecue, teriyaki, mild, medium and spicy wings, both
boned and boneless for those worried
about making a mess. The plates were
$5 for 5 wings but there was also a deal
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Exploring Memphis through Food:
DWJ Korean BBQ

By Jacob Greenberg ’21 &
Sam Brown ’21
Staff Writers
This time we decided to visit a restaurant a little closer to home. DWJ Korean BBQ is an unassuming but fantastic
dive that can take you on the food adventure of a lifetime. With a variety of
options to choose. we found that our
time at the restaurant was best spent
grilling with the Korean BBQ option.
For those that don’t know, Korean BBQ
is a type of grilling in which the customer orders different types of meat
and places them on the grill in the middle of the table. Located on Young Av-

enue, this place is close to campus and
worth the short trip.
When we first sat down I noticed that
there were Korean game shows playing
on one of the TVs. These wacky and
seemingly complicated shows greatly
contrasted with the simplicity of the
food found there. For our first course,
we ordered pan-fried Korean dumplings called goonmandu that were filled
with vegetarian ingredients and served
with a savory soy sauce that complemented the fillings phenomenally. This
tasty appetizer had not yet sated our appetites and we were getting antsy to order the next course—the Korean BBQ
itself. The bulgogi, thinly cut beef mar-

inated in a sweet special sesame sauce,
bubbled on the grill as we waited for
our first taste of this delicious cut. Next
was the brisket which was again thinly
sliced for quick and effective cooking
and served along with a sauce made of
sesame oil, salt and pepper. Along with
the meal we were served a bowl of rice.
The rice soaked up the flavors of all the
juices from the meats and was a burst of
wonder in every bite.
In any case, a meal is not a meal without quality sides. We had our hearts
set on getting four of the side dishes.
Each one was only .50 cents but had
its own character. The kimchi was spicy
and bitter. The kimchi cucumbers were

similar to the regular kimchi but less
bitter and had a crisp, refreshing taste.
The fish cakes were like the bread of the
meal, you just can’t not eat it. Finally,
the cold potato salad was sweet with
corn and other veggies.
The cost was a little more expensive
than other places we have reviewed,
around $14-$16 per meal. The amount
that you get for the price is well worth
it. For the kind of drab atmosphere but
delicious and fun food experience we
give DWJ a 3.5/5.

How Memphis Recognizes Hispanic
Heritage Month
By Who Can Be For Certain ’21-18
Staff Writer
Hispanic Heritage Month begins on
the 15th of September, the national independence day for many South and
Central American countries, and lasts
through October 15th. National organizations such as the Library of Congress, the Smithsonian Institution and
the National Park Service dedicate the

month to the generations of Hispanic Americans who have positively enriched and influenced the country.
As of 2015, nearly 57 million people
shared Hispanic heritage in the US. In
Memphis alone, the Hispanic population accounts for nearly a quarter of
the population. In Memphis there are
countless opportunities to celebrate
National Hispanic Heritage Month.
There have been events to celebrate the

diversity of the Latino community such
as Prisma, Memphis’ Second Annual
Hispanic LGBTQ+ parade and festival. Cazateatro, a local bilingual theatre
group, will host a Día de los Muertos
Parade and Festival on October 7th at
the Memphis Brooks
Museum of Art.
In addition to attending events, people can honor the month by supporting
one of the 3,000 local Hispanic small

businesses and nonprofits that serve the
Hispanic community like Latino Memphis, Centro Cultural Latino de Memphis and Mid-South Immigration Advocates—among others￼ . There are so
many ways to recognize and celebrate
Memphis’ Hispanic culture this month
(and every month.)
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Rhodes College Shows Its Pride

By Jordan Hulseberg ’19
Editor-in-Chief
Memphis’ Mid-South Pride Festival
and Parade took place downtown on
Beale Street for its 14th annual celebration last Saturday, Sep. 30. The event
was well attended with over 10,000
people in participation.
Among those in participation was
Rhodes College’s Gender and Sexuality
Alliance. GSA marched with an overwhelming number of students, faculty
and staff—approximately 130. This
would make it one of the largest—if
not the largest—organization to have
marched in the parade. Students in

participation were given a solid-colored
“Rhodes College Pride” shirt—equally
divided among the colors of the rainbow. En masse, it appeared as though
an army color marched down the MidSouth’s most famous street. Last year,
GSA won the parade’s “Most Spirited”
award; and although unable to keep
that title, they successfully secured
“Best Use of Theme” this year.
GSA President Lee Kezar ’19 said,
“Pride is always a highly-anticipated
event in the Memphis community, because it gives the LGBTQ+ community
an opportunity to come together in an
area where sexuality and gender identity aren’t always visible or celebrated.

It’s a reminder that we are a large community which transcends the divisions
that we talk about on a daily basis. It’s
empowering that in this diversity we
find unity, and it inspires me and many
others to continue our work.”
Regardless, Kezar made it clear that
Rhodes College’s participation in the
Mid-South Pride Festival and Parade
would not have been possible without
the assistance of the college’s LGBTQ+
Working Group.
“As for Rhodes involvement, it was
a huge success. …It was a success also
in part due to the LGBTQ+ Working
Group. They provided the funding to
provide Rhodes Pride t-shirts and free

transportation,” Kezar said.
Though the parade was relatively
short-lived—especially in comparison
to its national counterparts—and lasted only 20 minutes, celebrations continued for the rest of the afternoon and
evening at the Pride Festival—located
across the street from the starting location of the parade. Food trucks, henna
tattoos, vendors and even a wrestling
tournament populated this space.
After the actual festival had concluded, the after-parties began. Clubs and
bars such as Dru’s Place, the Pumping
Station and Spectrum, which closed
indefinitely after that night, held their
own nighttime celebrations.
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EDITOR’S NOTE:
The opinions and views expressed in the content below are those solely of the writer and do not reflect the opinions and views of the Sou’wester or its staff.
Additionally, the writer takes full responsibility for the accuracy of their work and its adherence to college policy. Letters to the editor are not edited.

B B J ’
RHODES COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
PRESIDENT
The solution to the North Korea
problem is difficult to grasp. I agree
with my Republican friends. The past
three administrations have kicked the
can down the road. Bill Clinton’s diplomacy didn’t work. George W. Bush’s
sanctions didn’t work. And Barack
Obama’s “strategic patience” was not
very effective. I also agree with my Republican friends that we need a new
solution that is outside of the box. But
before I describe the new prescription
to the North Korea crisis, I think it’s
important to take a look through the
perspective of the two other actors that
are involved in this conflict.
First let’s look at North Korea.
North Korea for decades has had deal
with threats from the United States,
China, and the United Nations, to
their regime. The regime that began after the Korean War of 1952 with the
rise of Kim Il Song and succeeded by
Kim Jong Il was nuclear weapons capabilities by China to deter American
invasion. However, the Kim regime
worked feverishly to increase their nuclear capabilities because they wanted one thing: legitimacy on the world
stage. And their plan worked quite well.
The nuclear weapons that North Korea
built, although not capable of reaching
the United States, have given the North

Koreans enough legitimacy to be taken
seriously by the U.N. Security Council.
As they weapons program continued to
progress, the Kim regime had another
goal in mind: deterrence from regime
change. The single most important goal
of the Kim regime was to protect its
regime power from foreign attempts to
topple it. And having nuclear weapons
makes a typically aggressive and capable like the United States or even China
skiddish when it comes to addressing
the security issues that North Korea
present. So when it comes to giving
up their nuclear weapons, negotiating
directly with the regime will never persuade the North Koreans.
Then there’s China.
The Chinese have propped up the Kim
regime in North Korea since the end of
the Korean War. They have shipped billions of dollars of food, water, and military equipment to the regime, allowing them to stay afloat. Outside policy
observers wonder why. What is China’s
endgame? They ask. Why would China support such a crazy regime? What
does China have to gain from this? Well
the answer is relatively straightforward.
First we need to acknowledge that China is not particularly fond of North Korea’s actions either. And they are starting to question where their billions in
aid is going. But nevertheless China has
two main concerns about preemptively
ending the North Korea regime. The
first is the Americanization of the Ko-

rean Peninsula. China has feared Americanization of Korea since the Korean
War. It was China’s threat of intervention in the Korean War that halted the
U.S. advance along the peninsula. China has largely tolerated North Korea’s
behavior because the view North Korea as a buffer state the protects China
from American troops and American
interests. China has little interest in any
American deals that would allow America to determine the destiny of the entire peninsula. The second fear is North
Korean refugees. They have not toppled
the regime as of late because they fear
a flood of North Korean refugees into
their country. They fear a group of people who are malnourished, institutionalized and displaced.
Now that we understand the perspective of North Korea and the concerns of
China, we can finally address the controversial solution that was mentioned
at the beginning. How do we deescalate
the situation in North Korea?
We must first bring China to the negotiation table in secret. If North Korea gets word of the meeting through
media reporting it could spark more erratic behavior from Kim Jong Un, who
would be deeply suspicious of a deal
between China and the United States
that involves the regime. Then in secret
we would discuss the terms with China.
First.
The U.S. would withdraw all troops
from the 38th parallel, and build a se-

cure border between North Korea and
South Korea.
Second.
In exchange, China would remove the
Kim regime from power and destroy
the nuclear weapons. The proof of their
destruction and disposal would be a test
that passes United Nations weapons inspections.
Third.
China would have the authority to
secure the North Korean border and to
decide the new government that would
reside in Pyongyang under the condition that the new government would
not have access to nuclear weapons.
This solution is as outside of the box
as advertised. It would involve months
or even years of negotiations. A secure
border would be costly for the United
States. And potentially millions of lives
would lost in North Korea should the
Chinese militarily attack the Kim regime.
However it accomplish two very important and remarkable outcomes. One
the U.S. could help destabilize the peninsula without firing a shot. And two
the Chinese would have complete autonomy over the direction of its buffer
state North Korea. And it is these objectives that will both negotiating parties to walk away from the table knowing that the world is a much safer place.

Hello there!
For the rest of the academic year you will notice some political discourse in our Letters to the Editor section of the paper. Each month, Rhodes College Republicans and Rhodes College Democrats will select a topic to discuss for the entire month. They will take turns and write into the paper every other week—
responding to what the other organization had written the week prior. For the month of October, the two organizations will be discussing the North Korean crisis.
We encourage you to respond to their discourse in a letter as well. Letters can be submitted to rhodescnews@gmail.com.
-The Editors
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Underground Sports: Paintball

By Hope Johnson ’19
Operations Editor
The underground sport of paintball
has at long-last made it to Rhodes campus culture. Last fall, President Will
Raines ’19 started the Rhodes College
Paintball Club.
“I started the club because I personally
think paintball is a fun sport and good
source of exercise. Its also a great way
to meet people you might not have the
opportunity to otherwise,” Raines said.
While some have debated about it,

paintball is in fact a sport that requires
fixed objectives, team strategy and physical agility. Like standard elementary
school games of color tag and dodgeball, paintball turned children’s play
into a dynamic battle with catapulting
paintballs in an arena similar to that of
The Hunger Games. The club opened
to both rookie and veteran paintballers
and has travelled to Paintball Park in
Bartlett, TN about 4 times per semester.
At the park, the club has been given opportunities to play rounds with

other paintball players at the park that
day. Rounds have started at 10 players
but could grow as large as 60, all with
varying ranges of playing experience.
Were a student to go to the park alone
they would pay $45, but through the
club a student only has to pay $10. This
includes hours of playing time, equipment rental and paintballs.
“The club draws an array of Rhodes
Students and it’s a great way to meet
new people that have the common
interest of paintball,” Paintball Club’s
Public Relations Chair Tyler George-

adis ’20 said.
Both Raines and the staff of Paintball Park have followed all standard
safety rules and new members were
taught how to properly use equipment.
Since establishing, the Paintball Club
has grown its campus engagement by
80%. Raines averaged approximately
10-15 people per trip to play, although
there will still be room to grow. Catch
Rhodes College Paintball club on Facebook for updates and information on
how to join!
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Attention: Emergency at Hand
By Madeline Dean ’19
Satire Writer
There is a palpable tension on this
campus. We can all feel it and sense
its underlying urgency in every one of
our conversations yet no one has had
the guts to talk about it. Out of all the
issues being discussed right now, this
is the most important. This silence
must end. I’ll be the first to say it: we
need to water the grass more.
For those who aren’t aware, the kind
of grass we have at Rhodes is called
Agua Sorbere (Latin for “more water”). This type of grass needs intense

upkeep, requiring 6 gallons of water
per minute to remain hydrated. We
can all tell it’s dying. It’s only watered
about 5 times a day which is a quarter of how much it should be (and to
be honest, I personally feel that the
sprinklers should be running 24/7
in order to ensure maximum water
coverage). The sprinkler systems also
water the sidewalk roughly 80% of
the time which is unfair to both the
grass and the sidewalk. The sidewalk
should have it’s own sprinkler system,
so that it gets the water it needs while
not taking away from the grass’s own
supply.

Anyone who has set foot on the
lawns around campus can attest to
how dry the grass has become lately.
When you step on it, your foot only
becomes slightly damp instead of
soaked through. Walking on the grass
should feel like accidentally stepping
into the shallow end of a pool or like
a wave from the ocean has just crept
up on your feet. This is the only way
to ensure the grass is being watered
enough.
To meet these watering needs, we
must hire 1 person per square foot
of grass to pour a constant stream of
water onto each blade. Unfortunately,

we’ll have to fire all of our professors
in order to afford these new employees, but this will be an exciting new
work study opportunity for students! Worried you won’t bond with
your co-workers? Have no fear—the
“Blade Buddies” program will partner co-workers together as they watch
over their respective blades of grass.
I expect that the gravity of this situation has been made clear. The grass
simply isn’t being watered enough,
and we must take action to keep it
alive. As the old saying goes: “mo’ water, no problems.”

asked the question “Oh what’s up bro
you tryna hoop at 5?” gets super old.
I had no choice but to settle, however, even though it meant being a total
poser.
I questioned former residents of the
Flats, who had similar sock disappearance stories. They all seem to align,
weirdly enough, but only with those
who live in the Flats. In freshman
dorms—doing laundry for the first
time in four weeks after having worn
the same Slimeyard Slimes shirt three
times in a row—one may notice a single sock has disappeared as they spy
one lonely sock without a mate at the
bottom the hamper. This is just plain
bad luck; or, perhaps, it is simply a
crime of vindication as those who
have lost socks to theft turn to a life
of sock-crime to regain what they lost.

However, several people in Parkway Hall have not reported not only
individual missing socks but rather
a steady decrease in the number of
pairs. The realization is slow, over the
course of about two or three months,
as students realize the pairs aren’t in
their chest of drawers after subsequent
laundry loads like they originally
thought. Take note that individual
socks are not found as frequently.
Is our culprit a vitriolic menace
lurking in the shadows of the Rhodes
College laundry room dungeons, a
plunderer in plain sight, or just someone who said to themselves as they
piled their laundry, “Yea this is probably mine”?

A Thief Among Us
By Warren Socher ’19
Satire Writer
In the spirit of the Sou’wester Spotlight news team, the satire section is
now embarking on a sleuthing expedition which will leave the readers realizing they may be a victim of a campus-wide burglary ring. These may or
may not be isolated incidents. Here I
will share several personal narratives
of those victimized by the laundry
room sock thieves of Rhodes College.
Trey Picnickson. Junior. Rhodes Lacrosse. After a long day in his finance
class and at lax workouts, he returned
to his room with a Lair burrito and
two queso cups to do laundry. When
he finished his laundry and put his
clothes away, he noticed that his most
coveted white Nike tube socks were

low in quantity. “What the hell?”
he exclaimed. “What will I tuck my
sweatpants into now?”
After noticing a peculiar pattern of
my own socks disappearing after I do
laundry, I decided to do some investigating. My original thought was to
implicate my roommate as I saw some
Nike socks on his side of the room
that looked eerily similar to mine.
But, at the same time, all Nike socks
look the fucking same so that was a
dead end.
Before my investigation, I headed
out to Target to reclaim what was
unlawfully taken from me: my white
Nike socks. But alas, they did not
have them in stock. So I had to settle for NBA brand tube socks. This
happened to suck almost as much as
losing my Nike socks because being

